Two decomposition theorems of Part I are utilized to characterize minimal violation matroids of matroid properties that possess certain composition and extension properties. Graphicness, planarity, and regularity have all or almost all of the desired composition and extension properties, and rather simple arguments produce the well-known minimal violation matroids.
The three decomposition theorems of Part I [ 141, in particular Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 for binary and graphic matroids, respectively, appear to be useful in several ways. Here we demonstrate how one may utilize Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 to characterize minimal violation matroids of inherited properties (a matroid property P is inherited if all minors of a matroid h4 have P provided A4 has P). The basic idea can be outlined as follows. From the decomposition Theorem 2.2 we know that every binary matroid ( 1) is decomposable, or (2) has series/parallel elements or has a minor n with 3 elements less than M such that every minor of M containing i@ is 3-connected (there is an insignificant exception when triangles or triads are involved), or (3) A4 belongs to one of two well-specified classes or has at most 10 elements. Now let P be an inherited property defined for a class A of binary matroids. We say P has the composition property %'9 if any decomposable A4 E A has P provided the components of the decomposition have P. Furthermore P is said to have the extension property 8 '9 if ME A has P provided all proper minors of M have P and case (2) above applies. The simplest theorem is then the following: Let P have the composition and extension properties. Then any minimal violation matroid ME A of P belongs to one of the two classes of (3) above or has at most 10 elements. Though this theorem has some uses, its assumptions are quite restrictive, and one would want to weaken them to extend the range of applicability. This indeed can be done, and one obtains a list of potentially useful theorems; the most promising ones are included in the next section. Despite all this our treatment of minimal violation matroids is of course very much incomplete, and the reader should view the results below just as supporting evidence for the fundamental notion that characterizations of inherited properties are often obtainable by appropriate decomposition approaches. We felt that working out some significant examples would be helpful. The properties of graphicness, planarity, and regularity seemed sufficiently complex to test our ideas, so we apply our theorems to them to obtain the well-known minimal violation matroids by K. Kuratowski [S] and W. T. Tutte [ 15, 16] . While proving these theorems we also obtain some results that are likely to be useful for other investigations.
Before reading on, the reader may want to quickly review the definitions and the decomposition theorems of Sections 1 and 2 of Part I [ 141 since we shall not repeat them here. In Part I it was shown that in any 3-connected proper 4-sum the matrices C' and C2 in B of (9.1) of [ 141 can be assumed to be vectors consisting of three 1's. Throughout we will assume that any 3-connected proper 4-sum has this form. It was also proved that in any regular 3-connected proper 4-sum the matrix b in B of (9.1) of [14] may be assumed to be 100 [ I 110 111 since this pattern can always be produced by pivots within C' (or within C2) and by subsequent column and/or row exchanges. Knowledge of the latter fact considerably simplifies the checking of some of the cases. Finally we refer to the Fano matroid by F7. This binary matroid is represented by For simplicity of cross-referencing we decided to continue the numbering of the sections, theorems, etc., of Part I. Thus (9.1~(9.3) as well as any equation, theorem, etc., whose number starts with 1, 2,..., or 6, are in part I, and we begin below with Section 7, which after some definitions concerning matroid properties lists the main results. The remainder of the paper is devoted to the examples. In Section 8 we examine graphicness and planarity, and in Section 9 regularity. 582b/39/3-7
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF MINIMAL VIOLATION MATROIDS
Let P be an inherited property defined on a class A? of binary matroids where throughout we assume that A is closed under the taking of minors. Formally one could take P to be a subset of A, or a function from A# to (0, 1 }. In this part, we only consider matroid properties that are invariant under any relabelling of the matroid elements. Therefore we need not distinguish between isomorphic matroids, and for convenience we consider any two isomorphic matroids to be equal. DEFINITION 7.1. P has the composition property %pI, SfC3$, %?Y3, $fpJS, %Pd if any A4 E J# has P provided A4 is a l-sum, connected proper 2-sum, 3-connected proper 3-sum, 3-connected semi-proper 3-sum, 3-connected proper 4-sum, respectively, and the components of the decomposition have P. Finally P has the composition property %'9 if it has %P1, %?9$, %g3, %P3S, and %Pd. DEFINITION 7.2 . P has the extension property ~5'9~ if any series or parallel extension in A of a matroid A4 E A! has P provided A4 has that property. P has the extension property ~$9~) 8'9$*, &'9$ if any A4 E A? which has 10 or more elements and which is not a proper 3-or 4-sum or a semiproper 3-sum has P provided all proper minors of A4 have P and A4 satisfies (r.2), (r.2*), (r.3), respectively, of Theorem 2.2. Finally P has the extension property 18'9 if it has &'9!, &'PJ, &9$, and 89?!.
We denote by M the class of binary matroids specified by (s.2) of Theorem 2.2. With these definitions we have the following results. THEOREM 7.3. Let P be an inherited property defined on a class A of binary matroids. Suppose P has %9$, Q?9$, %9&, 89, and assume A4 E A? is a minimal violation matroid of P. Then M has at most nine elements, or A4 = RIO, or A4 E N, or A4 is a 3-connected proper 3-sum or 3-connected proper 4-sum with 3-connected components. The 3-sum (4-sum) case can be ruled out if P has WpJ (%9d). If A+! is a subset of the class of regular matroids and ME .N, then A4 or M* is represented by one of the graphs of (s.2) of Theorem 2.3. If A is a subset of the graphic or cographic matroids, then A4 cannot be RIO. One can also investigate sufficiency conditions for decomposition with the theorems of Part I. Define Q(P) and QJP) to be the following properties for a given inherited property P on a class A of binary matroids: a matroid A4 E A has Q*(P) if each minor of A4 is a l-sum, or a proper 2sum, or has series or parallel elements, or has P. In the case of Q(P) we demand that each minor of A4 be a l-sum, or a proper 2-sum, or a 3-connetted proper 3-sum, or have series or parallel elements, or have P. By these definitions properties Q#) and QJP) are clearly inherited. THEOREM 1.4. Let P be an inherited property on a class A of binary matroids, and suppose P has 8'9 and %YS,. In the case of QJP) below, also assume that each component of every 3-connected proper 3-sum of A has at least eight elements. Then any minimal violation matroid ME A of Q2(P) (Q3(P)) has at most nine elements, or is equal to RIO, or is in N, or is a 3connected proper 3-or 4-sum (3-connected proper &urn) with 3-connected components. The last two statements about JV and RIO in Theorem 7.3 apply here as well.
ProoJ: First assume that A4 is a minimal violation matroid of Q*(P). A4 must satisfy one of the conditions (d.1 )-(s.3) of Theorem 2.2. Since M does not have Q2( P), we can rule out the cases (d. 1 ), (d.2), and (r. 1). Furthermore the cases (d.3.a), (d.4), (s.1 t(s.3) have been listed as candidates. If (d.3.b) occurs, then A4 is a semi-proper 3-sum, and one component is a series or parallel extension of a wheel with three spokes (just look at the related B' of @.3)), while the other one is a 3-connected matroid. This wheel must have P since it is a proper 3-connected minor of A4. For the same reason the other component has P as well. Since P has ~9'9 and $Ms,, A4 must then have P, a contradiction. For (r.2), (r.2*), and (r.3) let n be obtained by an arbitrary one-element reduction from M. If every such i@ has P, then M has P by 89, a contradiction. Hence suppose some i'@ does not have P. It cannot be a l-sum since A4 is 3-connected, so it is a proper 2-sum without series or parallel elements, or it has series or parallel elements. In the first case M is a 3-connected proper 3-sum by Theorem 3.8(a). If the second case occurs, we iteratively contract/delete serieslparallel elements until this is no longer possible. The minor so found, say a, is a connected proper 2-sum without series or parallel elements, or it is 3-connected. The latter situation is not possible since then 3 and i@ (by 89) have P, while in the former case A4 is a 3-connected proper 3-sum by For regular matroids the additional always satisfied as shown below. assumption for the Q3uY case is LEMMA 7.5. Let A? be a subset of the class of regular matroids. Then each component of any 3-connected proper 3-sum in A has at least eight elements.
ProoJ: By duality we may assume that the component M, of a 3-connetted proper 3-sum ME M has seven elements. With the aid of (9.3) we easily verify that M, must be the Fano matroid. But then A4 is not regular, a contradiction. 1
We now turn to the examples.
GRAPHICNESS AND PLANARITY
The main objective of this section is to demonstrate that K. Kuratowski's characterization of planar graphs [S J and W. T. Tutte's characterization of graphic matroids [ 161 are rather straightforward corollaries of Theorem 7.3. To date a larger number of additional characterizations of graph planarity have been published. Elegant proofs, some new results, and a long list of references may be found in C. Thomassen's paper [9] . P. D. Seymour [7] has given a reasonably short proof of W. Tutte's characterization of graphicness.
A matroid A4 is graphic (planar) if there exists a graph (a planar graph) G, possibly with loops, such that the elements of M correspond to the edges of G in such a way that every circuit of A4 corresponds to a cycle of G and conversely. We say that G is a representation of M, and use I, (L,) to denote the property of graphicness (planarity). Throughout L and L, are defined for the class of binary matroids.
First we establish Q?p for L and L,. Let M be a binary connected k-sum, k 2 2, and B of (9.1) be the related matrix. As usual we denote the components of A4 by MI and M2. Let i@ be the connecting matroid of the ksum; i.e., H is specified by the submatrix B of B,
i@ is 3-connected by Lemma 3.9 if k 2 3. If M1 or M2 is graphic, then this is also true for a, and if k > 3, there is only one graph G that represents a by H. Whitney's 2-isomorphism theorem [ 18) (see [lo] for a simple proof). If k = 2, G is a triangle with one parallel edge, and hence is also unique. (c) Each graph G, G1, G2 of (8.3) and (8.4) can be drawn in the plane together with a simple closed curve such that the nodes connecting the two distinguished subgraphs (i.e., cl, G, in case of G, HI and G2 in case of G1, and G, and H2 in case of G2) lie on the curve, but no other node or edge intersects it. Furthermore in each instance the simple closed curve encloses one of the distinguished subgraphs while the second subgraph is outside.
Proof
We first prove the claim about graphicness. Let G, and G, have m, and m2 nodes, respectively, of which m are in both graphs. By the connectedness of Gi the matroid pi represented by that graph has rank mi -1, i = 1,2. Denote by r( * ) the rank function of n. Then by (8.1) and (8.3), r(li;i)+rank(6)=r(i@,)+r(~,)=(m,--l)+(m,-1) and r(H)=m,+ m2-m-1.Thusk-1=rank(~)=m-1,and~,and~,haveknodesin common. Next, simple arguments show that both H, of G1 and H2 of G2 must be connected since M is connected. Now arbitrarely number the com-mon nodes of Gl and G, in G as 1,2,..., k. Also number the common nodes of HI and G, in G1 as 1,2,..., k, where the numbers are so assigned that the node numbered i in G1 has the same edges of G, incident as node i of G. If k > 3, this numbering is unique since G, has at least three nodes and is connected. By an analogous process the common nodes of H, and G, are uniquely (even if k = 2) numbered 1, 2,..., k as well. Create a graph G from H, and H2 by identifying node i of H, with node i of HZ, i = 1, 2,..., k. It is claimed that G represents M. It is easy to see that X= X, u X2 is a spanning tree of G, and that X2 is a spanning tree of Hz. Define fi, to be a binary representation matrix of the matroid, say M,, represented by G, where we choose X as a basis and index rows and columns of B, as in B of (9.1).
Thus we may partition B, like B. We differentiate between related submatrices of B, and B by adding a subscripted G for those of B,. By the derivation of G we have Km2
-a\( y2 -82) = Ml and &/(X1 -&)\( Y, -Yi) = M,, and each y E Y2 must be a loop of MG/XZ since X2 is a spanning tree of Hz. Thus B and B, must agree except possibly for D12 and Dg. Define D to be the matrix of (9.2). By the structure of G we know rank (DG) = k -1, so D,?j = D$d,Dk = D12, where EG is the inverse of 6,, and M, = M. We now turn to the planarity part. The case k = 2 is trivial. Hence suppose k > 3. Due to assumption (c) we may draw each of the graphs G, G1, and G2 on the unit sphere with a unit circle such that the k connecting nodes lie equally spaced on the circle, which separates the two distinguished subgraphs except for the k nodes. Suppose we number the k nodes of @ as 1,2,..., k in the order in which they are encountered on the circle. (There are, of course, two ways to do this, but either way is acceptable.) As described before in the graphicness part this numbering induces a unique numbering of the k nodes in G1 and G2. From G, we can obtain G by certain deletions and contractions. These steps can also be carried out on the drawing of Gi, and they only change the Hi-part in one of the open half-spheres to a representation of G,. By H. Whitney's uniqueness theorem for 3-connected planar graphs [ 17) the nodes 1,2,..., k of the resulting graph occur in the order 1,2,..., k or in the opposite way as we traverse the circle in a specified direction. This must also have been true for the original drawing of G1 on the sphere. The same conclusion must hold for G2, and the representations of HI and H2 are now easily composed to a planar representation of G. u We now examine the extension properties of L and L,. We will rely on several known elementary results for graphic matroids. Let A4 be a 3-connetted binary matroid and @ = M/e be a 3-connected graphic minor with six or more elements. By H. Whitney's 2-isomorphism theorem [ 181 there is a unique graph G representing a, and M is graphic only if a (unique) graph representing M can be obtained from G by splitting a (unique) node i of G into two new nodes and joining these nodes by a new edge, which is labelled e. This step we simply call expansion of node i. Suppose &% with six or more elements is now a 3-connected minor M/(e,, e2,..., e,), where n > 2 and the ei are all distinct.
Assume each minor A4j = Ml(e 1 )...) ej-1, ej+ 1 ,..., e,},j = 1, 2,..., n, is 3-connected and graphic. Further suppose the graphs Gj representing the Mj are obtained from G, the representation of M, by expanding each time a different node of G, say node j for Mj. Then M is 3-connected and graphic, and a representation graph is simply found by simultaneously expanding the nodes j= 1,2,..., n in the same way as done individually for Mj. Finally suppose n = M\e is 3-connected and graphic and has six or more elements, where M is again 3connected and binary. Then M is graphic only if the (unique) representation G of M can be obtained from G of ii% by joining two (unique) nodes of G by an edge labelled e. Suppose we choose a standard representation B of M for which e is not in the basis X. Thus X is a spanning tree of G. Next we premultiply 8 by a node-edge incidence matrix T of X (where each row (column) corresponds to a node (edge) of X, and element Tti = 1 if edge j is incident at node i, and Tii = 0 otherwise). This produces a matrix E which has two l's in every column, including the one with index e. The rows of the two l's of column e then specify the nodes connected by e in G. If M is not graphic, then the column e of E has m l's, where m is even and at least 4. We will call the nodes of G corresponding to these l's e-nodes since together with G they completely specify M. This useful way of representing A4 was first proposed by P. D. Seymour [S] . It displays A4 without reference to a specific spanning tree of G in contrast to the related approach by L. Lofgren [4] . thus correspond to the expansion of three (not necessarily distinct) nodes of G, the graph representing i@. Suppose two of these nodes are identical, say when we expand by f, g. Simultaneous expansion by f and g in i@ produces me, which is 3-connected and graphic. If G, represents M\e, then clearly f and g have one endpoint in common in G, by the above assumption, and we can add e to G,, getting a graph G, so that e, f and g form a triangle. Obviously G represents A4, and we are done. Now assume that the three nodes alluded to above are distinct. If we do all three expansions simultaneously in G, we produce a graph G which represents a 3-connetted matroid fi. The elements e, f, g form a triad of i@ as follows. From a standard representation matrix of A4 with e and f basic derive standard representation matrices for M/e\g, M/'e, M/g/J whose non-identity parts consist of a matrix B common to all three of them, plus a row corresponding to f, g, e, respectively. The latter vectors sum tosO (mod 2), and when simultaneously adjoined to B produce a 3 such that B represents fi. Now {e,f, g} cannot be a star of G, so it must be a cutset. Thus fi/e\{f, g} is not connected since the related graph is not 2-connected. But the latter matroid is nothing but A4/{ e,f, g}, which is 2-connected by (r.2) of Theorem 2.2, a contradiction. eD9&: First we deal with L;. Let G be the graph of the 3-connected minor H = M\ {e, f, g }, where {e, f, g } is the triad of (r.2*) of Theorem 2.2. The 3-connected graphic M/g is then created from a by adding the elements e and 5 Thus in G we have two e-nodes, say i and j, and two fnodes, say k and I, which together with G represent M/g. It is claimed that one of i, j is equal to one of k, 1. If this is not the case, then we have a (nonstandard) representation matrix for A4 of the form E= where E is the node-edge incidence matrix of the 3-connected G. Pivot in row 1 and column f of E, then delete the pivot row and column and the last column. The resulting matrix consists of E plus a column with four l's, so the minor M/Ag represented by it must be nongraphic, a contradiction. So suppose i and I refer to the same node of G. We now add a new node, say m, to G and join it to i, j, and k by three edges. The resulting graph G is easily seen to represent A4.
We now turn to L,. We need only show that the above G is planar. The graphs G, G/e, G/f, G/g are all 3-connected and planar. By the theorem of H. Whitney mentioned above [ 17) we obtain drawings of each of the latter three graphs from the essentially unique drawing of G by adding two edges connecting the three nodes, i, j, and k. Thus every two of these nodes lie on a face of G. If a face contains all three nodes, then G is a planar since we can place the star (e,f, g} into that face. Otherwise we add three edges a, b, and c connecting i, j, and k to the drawing of G. The triangle {a, b, c} of the resulting graph, say G, divides the plane into two open regions. In each of these regions there is a node of G since otherwise a face of G contains i, j, and k. But then c/(a, b, c>, which represents M/{e,f, g}, is not 2-connected, a contradiction. &'9$ : We first discuss L. By (r.3) of Theorem 2.2, i@ = M/e is 3-connetted for any e. Suppose G, the graph representing n, has four or more enodes. G must have an edge f such that at most one endpoint off is an enode in case there are exactly four e-nodes. A representation of the 3-connetted and graphic minor M/j is obtained from G and its e-nodes by contractingf in that graph and specifying a new set of e-nodes as follows. Each original e-node is put into the new set if it is not an endpoint of $ . The new node created by the contraction off is a new e-node if exactly one endpoint off is an e-node in G. Thus the new set contains at least four enodes. Furthermore G/f is 3-connected since it represents M/e/f, and ikf'lf cannot be graphic, a contradiction.
The proof for L, is equally simple. By duality we may suppose that for some distinct e and f, M\e, Mv; and a = M\ (e, f) are all 3-connected and planar. The planar drawing of G, the graph representing j@, is essentially unique by H. Whitney's theorem [ 171, and drawings for M\e and ware obtained by each time joining two nodes of a face of G by an edge. The graph G of M is then planar unless e and f must be placed into the same face, say H, of G, and they cross when we try to draw them both. Obtain a drawing of Gvfrom the one of G by adding edge e. Let i and j be the endpoints of J The two nodes cannot be adjacent, so H can be partitioned into two paths J1 and J2 from i to j, each having two or more edges. By the 3-connectivity of G there exists a path in G from an interior node of J1 to an interior node of J2 that does not contain i or j. Let K be such a path with least cardinality. Due to the 3-connectivity and planarity of G, K must have two or more edges. Let g be an edge of K. We obtain the 3-connected graph Gv/g when we contract g in Gv This contraction can be done in the drawing of G\f without perturbing H or e. The resulting drawing contains a simple closed curve consisting of e and edges from K-{g}, J1, and J2 that separates i and j. But then the uniqueness of the drawing implies that f cannot be added in while planarity is preserved, so G/g is not planar, a contradiction. 
ProoJ
The "if' part is trivial since the listed matroids do not have the required property. For proof of the converse we note that by Corollary 8.5 and Theorems 8.6 and 7.3 any binary minimal violation matroid is equal to Rio or is in N, or has nine elements or less. For the third case F7, FT, K3,3 and K& are the only candidates. Any matroid A4 of (s.2) of Theorem 2.2 either has F7 or fl as a minor, or M or its dual is represented by one of the graphs of (s.2) of Theorem 2.3. Each of these graphs has K,,, or KS as a minor. Finally Rio has K,,, and K& as minors. 1 COROLLARY 8.8 (K. Kuratowski [ 51) . A graph is planar if and only if it has no K3,3 or K, minor.
Actually K. Kuratowski expressed the planarity characterization in terms of homeomorphs of K3,3 and KS. But this is easily seen to be equivalent to the above statement.
REGULARITY
In this section we show that W. T. Tutte's characterization of regular matroids [ 151 is also a simple consequence of Theorem 7.3. By now that characterization has been proved in a number of ways; see the papers by R. E. Bixby [ 1 ] and P. D. Seymour [6] , and [ 111. Each of these papers proves a characterization of GF(3)-representability due to R. Reid (who did not publish his proof) which trivially implies W. T. Tutte's characterization of regularity.
The property of regularity, here denoted by R, is most conveniently defined as follows. A matroid A4 is regular if it has a real standard representation matrix A with totally unimodular (t.u.) A (i.e., every square submatrix k of A has det k = 0 or + 1). This condition is equivalent to the requirement that every partial representation matrix B of A4 can be turned into a totally unimodular representation matrix of A4 by appropriate signing. We will repeatedly invoke a result of P. Camion [3] about the set of square (0, * 1 > matrices V that have every submatrix totally unimodular except for V itself. We denote this set by V. A (0, + 1 } matrix is Eulerian if each row and column has an even number of nonzeros. LEMMA 9.1. (P. Camion [ 31) . Every V E 9'" is Eulerian and det V = f 2.
Below we make use of the following simple and well-known observations. Suppose a (0, 1 } matrix B can be signed to become t.u. Let 2 be a t.u. matrix obtained by signing of a proper submatrix B of B. Then there exists a t.u. matrix A with B as support such that A is the submatrix of A corresponding to B. (Loosely speaking, B can be signed by extending the signing of any proper submatrix.) Suppose we pivot in a V'E "Ir, and subsequently delete the pivot row and column. Then the resulting matrix is in V unless it is a scalar. We are now ready to prove certain composition and extension properties for R. THEOREM 9.2. A binary k-sum with regular components is regular for l<k<3.
Proof We only give details for k = 3 since the proof for k = 2 is quite similar (actually easier); for k = 1 it is trivial. Let A4 be a binary matroid with B of (9.1) and suppose its components M, and MZ, given by B' and B2 of (9.3), are regular. Each submatrix C', C2 of B is a vector of two l's, and we may take D = I. Below we use tildes to indicate signed versions of B and its submatrices. We first turn B' and B2 into t.u. matrices 8l and B2 with 2;' = [l -11, c2 = [i], and Zj = Z, and compute D12 = B2. 8', which is a signed version of 012 due to influence 2;' and c2 have on the signing of O2 and D1, respectively. LeL iE and 6 be the two columns of B (defined via D of (9.2)) that intersect 6. By the preceding observation about D12 any nonzero column of b not equal to f ii or + 6 must be + c", c" = iT + 6'. It is claimed that E= [Gj@l~'] (and hence [ZIA"']) is t.u. If it contains a VE V, then Y cannot intersect each of the vectors ii, 6, and c" since otherwise det V= 0. But then V is a submatrix of a t.u. matrix derived from B2 by one pivot in c' and scaling, a contradiction. By similar arguments A' c 1 -27 is t.u. as well.
Suppose we pivot in Z? on a&, and then exchange the columns with index x and y. Due to the total unimodularity of B' this step transforms a into a matrix whose columns are 0, +ii, f 6, or + c". If zi is not t.u., then it must contain a V/E V that intersects both 2' and-A2. Pivots in the A' part reduce V to a BE V that is a submatrix of a scaled version of the t.u. ,!?, a contradiction. 1 COROLLARY 9.3. R has %'9$, 1~ k < 3, and Gf?g&.
Part I contains an example of a nonregular binary proper 4-sum with regular components, so R does not have %?Yd. We now show that a binary proper 4-sum is regular if all of its proper minors are regular. We will make use of the following simple lemma whose proof is based on an idea by T. H. Brylawski and D. Lucas [23 (see also [ 111) . with connected S. Suppose the submatrices are t.u. If U can be signed to become t.u., then it is already so signed.
Proof: Expand a spanning tree of G(S) to a principal forest, say H, of G(U). We may assume that 0, a t.u. version of U, agrees with U on the entries corresponding to the edges of H. If U # 0, then there exists an edge in G(U) which corresponds to entries of opposite sign in U and u. This edge forms a circuit C with H, and by the connectedness of S and the structure of U the circuit must lie within G( U') or G(U2), say G( U'). From C we derive a chordless cycle C in G( U') such that all entries of U' and 0 corresponding to the edges of C agree except for exactly one edge. But then U' or 8 contains a VE "Ir, a contradiction. If A' consists of just one row vector, then all its entries must be 1, and a simple case analysis proves that A4 has a nonregular proper minor or parallel elements, a contradiction. Thus A' (A2) has at least two rows (columns). Derive from A' (A') a matrix A" (A") by deleting the row (column) containing C1 (C'). Obtain a matrix E from B by deleting the rows containing A ", the columns containing A21, and the rows and columns containing zero rows and columns of D. Thus B may be partitioned as B= As before we employ tildes to denote signed versions of submatrices of B. First we sign B so that the two submatrices of B specified by the row/column indices of Al1 and $ and J2' and E, respectively, are t.u. Repeated applications of Lemma 9.4 show that every proper square submatrix of P is t.u. since every proper minor of M has R, and since the deletion of any row or column from E and subsequent deletion of any zero columns or rows, respectively, results in a connected matrix (which plays the role of S in Lemma 9.4). Thus fi is t.u. or it is a V'E Y with at least four nonzeros in some row. It is easily proved (see [12] ) that by pivots and scaling one can reduce such a V to the 4 x 4 BE V, 8l cannot reduce B' to a disconnected matrix. Thus by an iterative application of Lemma 9.4 every proper submatrix of E, in particular [CiFjc"], must be t.u. Hence the latter submatrix has dependent columns, and z must be t.u. We may suppose that c"= ii -E. Derive B from B by replacing a, b, and B' by ii, F, and 8', respectively. Arguments similar to those of the proof of Theorem 9.2 show B to be t.u. c!M$ : By duality we may suppose that M has a B = [a[B' (b] such that a and b correspond to the elements e, f for which k&{ e,f> is 3-connected. Thus deletion of any row or column from B' cannot reduce B' to a disconnected matrix, and arguments similar to those for &P& show that B can be signed to become a matrix B all of whose submatrices are t.u. If ir itself is t.u., we are done. Otherwise 8~ V, and it has a row with at least four l's by the 4-connectivity of M. But then M has an eight-element nonregular minor by the proof of Lemma 9.5, a contradiction. ProoJ: The "if' part is trivial. For proof of the converse we see that by Corollary 9.3 and Theorems 9.6 and 7.3 any binary minimal violation matroid A4 is a 3-connected proper 4-sum, or is equal to RIO, or is in JV, or has nine elements or less. The first two cases are ruled out by Lemma 9.5 and the fact that RIO is regular. By the proof of Theorem 8.7, ME JV is not possible and M = F7 or fl if M has at most nine elements. l
